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      Subversive black Comedy.









 







  













       







        

 

 





      

        





   



 













         





















          

 









 



     





























  



 





      













    

       





'Die  Tage Der Commune'























       

















         'Der

Aufhalltsame Aufstiegdes Arturo Ui' 
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'Lunch at the Director's Bunglow'. 





   





    

     







assessment 











The play ended in mere

protest and appeal for better condition.    



      



































           





   















  

       



     























        



    Theatre as weapon of Revolution’  





 





There is a pistol held firmly in the hand and a

finger on the trigger. This is an image which can rouse the people to take up

arms.Image-

         





     

         















        

          

 

















      





  





  









  













 









      













      



 















        



























Repository of the hopes

and aspirations of Indian masses, thier liberator and protector, the one who

fearlessly leads them in battle and is the first to die
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(Sustained abuse)

CIA ''This time we were called C.I.A. agents

decause we had glorified an uprising which was led by the Black power

organisation and it was openly declared that anything which did not mention

Mao-Tsetung by name was reactionary.''

       ‘Black Power’  

         



























    

 

          





 

     





         









  







    





    

















      



       





















 





  



    



























‘Theatre as a weapon of Revolution’ ‘‘a revo-

lutionary play is a burst of machine-gun fire in another form.’’

  ‘‘It should prepare the mind of the people for

protracted and bloody people's war.’’



‘‘The revolutionary theatre must take a step forword and look into future

when it will be ripe.’’ 



‘‘The task of finding roots in history, making revolution

strike roots in the tradition of people, becomes doubly

important when we analyse our past activitics, especially

those of the party, and have to confess that we have con-

sistently failed to bring the concept of revolution close to

the people.’’

 













  













     







      

   











   











































       









       











   













      



    









 











        











Oh my beloved Country men! See our national lead-

ers. They are nothing but traitors of our mother land.’’
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Revolutionary Theatre 
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‘Theatre as weapon of Revolution’ ‘What

Should the Revolutionary theatre say’?‘‘Party’s

general line at any particular epoch must be echoed exactly in the revolu-

tionary theatre.’’

    

‘‘Many of our plays were mere canvassing for votes’’



'armed struggle'

  (might lose votes)   



‘‘We realised now that, irrespective of party policy of the

time every incident of heroism of the masses is material for

drama. It is our duty above all to capture every event of our

time when the people have taken up arms against the op-

pressors and re-tell these stories again and again to inspire

the masses.’’









           















 ‘Historic Docoument’ 

    

Docoumentactivist group







 

















         

      ‘‘every encident of heroism of the

masses is material for drama’’  ‘‘leaders of the Naxalbari

uprising were adventurist’’





revolutionary theatre revolutionary Ideology-
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‘Towards a Revolutionary Theatre’ 

         

 









  

































 











  





































      

























     



     











        



       



  







             

 

















     



          

     



 

      









 





















   





        

























  



     



         





 







 















 

 





   







       

    



















    

















       



 

 

 



 



  

         





     



         





         

  



























 



    







          





 

  















          









           

          

        





    

    









 





         



     

 



        

   





        





   





    



        











             









         

        









 





















    



        









      





      



            

  



  



















   















       







        







   

  

''All

these Ideas did not affect the development of much of the later Indian astro-

nomical thought''  ''the credulous masses continue to believe in the or-

thodox view''.  

          

destroyer of the king.



All this as well as passages from the legal texts would suggest a conflict

between the shudras and the ruling classes. But references to actual revolts

by the shudras against the upper classes are not recorded in the sources of

the gupta period.     
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Theatre as Weapon of Revolution, 
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